
Fillogic and SmartKargo are partnering to 
provide a complete end-to-end shipping 
solution. From stocked inventory and order 
fulfillment to last-mile delivery, they’ll deliver 
parcel packages nationwide in two days. 

Optimize Order Fulfillment & Delivery 
with Innovative Retail Solutions
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Inventory stored  
in Fillogic Hub at  
your local mall  
(stored and tracked  

via proprietary software)

Order is placed 
online or in-store

Order is processed 
by Fillogic and  
sorted through  
its proprietary  

technology

Order inducted 
into SmartKargo 
delivery network 

and sent to  
airport 

Parcel scanned/ 
sorted by  

SmartKargo 
Solution

Parcel put in 
passenger plane 

cargo hold

Parcel lands and 
sorted by  

SmartKargo network 
ground handling

Parcel is delivered 
to end consumer 
via SmartKargo

Fillogic and SmartKargo are innovating delivery of goods through 
their cutting-edge solution that complements each other’s mission. 

2 Days

Why It Works
Fillogic, the leading platform 
for localized logistics, provides 
retailers with omnichannel 
solutions through its 
decentralized, tech-enabled 
micro distribution hubs that:

What Fillogic Does

What SmartKargo Does
SmartKargo powered by Delta 
is an advanced small package  
ecommerce logistics solution 
for all aspects of the package 
delivery ecosystem that:

• Delivers to 95% of the US population in two days
• Has comprehensive ZIP code coverage
• Seamlessly integrates with logistics and commerce 

ecosystems, including Fillogic
• Has capacity available with more than 800 flights 

per day Nationwide
• Offers unconventional and advantageous pricing
• Provides full control and item-level visibility

• Fulfill orders closer to consumers
• Shorten transit time of goods
• Reduces retailers’ carbon footprint
• Offer additional services like:
 - Sort/seg
 - Store-based fulfillment
 - Last-mile delivery
 - Reverse logistics/returns

The partnership helps retailers:
• Deliver packages at air speed to combat the “Amazon effect”

• Deliver to 95% of the US population in two days 

• Increase the sustainability of supply chains by leveraging  
existing stores and flights

• Have end-to-end visibility of orders throughout the supply chain

• Reverse the trend of building new distribution centers 

• Comprehensive ZIP code coverage

• Reduce waste in landfills 

• Decrease the number of trucks traveling long distances

• Consistently delight customers with on-time delivery SLAs

fillogic.com    |    smartkargo.com


